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ABSTRACT
The Winner Determination Problem (WDP) in Combinato-
rial Auctions comes up in a wide range of applications. Lin-
ear Programming (LP) relaxations are a standard method
for approximating combinatorial optimisation problems. In
this paper we propose how to encode the WDP so that it can
be approximated with AD3. Moreover, we contribute with
PAR-AD3, the first parallel implementation of AD3. We
show that while AD3 is up to 4.6 times faster than CPLEX
in a single-thread execution, PAR-AD3 is up to 23 times
faster than parallel CPLEX in an 8-core architecture.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence ]: Multiagent
systems
General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
Keywords
Combinatorial auctions; Large-scale optimization; Linear pro-
gramming
1. INTRODUCTION
Combinatorial auctions (CAs) have been largely studied
because of its wide applicability to many real-life scenar-
ios. However, although such application domains claim to
be large-scale, namely involving thousands of bids, current
results indicate that the scale of the CAs that can be opti-
mally solved is small [3].
Linear Programming (LP) relaxations are a standard method
for approximating combinatorial optimisation problems in
computer science. [6] report that realistic problems with a
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large number of variables cannot be solved by off-the-shelf,
commercial LP solvers.
In order to solve LP relaxations, there has been a recent
upsurge of interest in the Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers (ADMM) which was invented in the 1970s [2, 1].
ADMM is specially well suited for application in a wide va-
riety of large-scale distributed modern problems. Along this
line, [5] proposes AD3, a novel algorithm based on ADMM,
which proves to outperform off-the-shelf, commercial LP
solvers for problems including declarative constraints.
Against this background, we make the following contribu-
tions: a) We show how to encode the WDP for CAs so that it
can be approximated by AD3. b) We propose an optimised,
parallel implementation of AD3, the so-called PAR-AD3.
c) We show that while AD3 is up to 13 times faster than
CPLEX in a single-thread execution, PAR-AD3 is up to 23
times faster than parallel CPLEX in an 8-core architecture
in hard instances.
2. SOLVINGCOMBINATORIALAUCTIONS
WITH AD3
Graphical models are widely used in computer vision, nat-
ural language processing and computational biology, where
a fundamental problem is to find the maximum a posteriori
probability (MAP) given a factor graph. Linear Program-
ming (LP) relaxations have been extensively applied to ap-
proximate the MAP for graphical models.
A Combinatorial Auction (CA) is an auction in which bid-
ders can place bids for a combination of items instead of in-
dividual ones. In this scenario, one of the fundamental prob-
lems is the Winner Determination Problem (WDP), which
consists in finding the set of bids that maximise the auc-
tioneer’s benefit. Notice that the WDP is an NP-complete
problem.
Although special-purpose algorithms have addressed the
WDP, the state-of-the-art method for solving a WDP is to
encode it as an integer linear program (ILP) and solve it
using an off-the-shelf commercial solver (such as CPLEX or
Gurobi).
Solutions to an LP relaxation can provide a very effective
start to finding a good feasible solution to the non-relaxed
optimisation problem. Hereafter we focus on solving the
LP relaxation of the WDP by means of AD3. Since AD3
requires a factor graph to operate, we first need to encode
the WDP as a factor graph.
3. PARALLEL REALISATION OF AD3
We propose a rearrangement of the algorithm targeting
multicore computer architectures, PAR-AD3, that eases the
exploitation of the exposed parallelism at two dimensions:
thread-level and data-level. For that, we reorganize both the
data structures layout and the order of operations to pro-
mote parallel scaling (thread parallelism) and vectorisation
(data parallelism). This approach is generalisable to other
similar graph processing algorithms.
We present an efficient realisation of the message-passing
algorithmic pattern using shared variables. The key contri-
butions of our design are: a) An edge-centric representation
of the shared variables that improves memory access perfor-
mance. b) A reorganisation of the operations that promotes
parallel scaling and vectorising.
4. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we assess PAR-AD3 performance against
the state-of-the-art optimisation software CPLEX
Experiment setup. In order to generate CA WDP in-
stances, we employ CATS [4]. Each instance is generated out
of the following list of distributions thoroughly described in
[3]: arbitrary, matching, paths, regions, scheduling, L1, L3,
L4, L5, L6, L7. We discarded to employ the L2 distribution
because the CATS generator is not capable of generating
large instances. While the first five distributions were de-
signed to generate realistic CA WDP instances, the latter
ones generate artificial instances. Both AD3 and PAR-AD3
are well suited for large-scale hard problems. We considered
a number of goods within [103, 104] in steps of 103 goods.
,The number of bids are ranged within [104, 4·104] in steps of
104 bids. Each problem scenario is characterised by a combi-
nation of distribution, number of goods, and number of bids.
Our experiments consider 5 different instances for each prob-
lem scenario. Experiments are executed in a computer with
two four-core Intel Xeon Processors L5520 @2.27GHz with
32 GB RAM with the hyper-threading mechanism off.
Distributions hardness. We empirically determine the
hardness of the relaxation for our experimental data by
solving the LP using CPLEX simplex (simplex henceforth),
CPLEX barrier (barrier henceforth). Scheduling, matching,
L1 and L4 are very well addressed by simplex, where solv-
ing time is, in general, less than one second. Both AD3 and
PAR-AD3 are not competitive in this scenario.
Single-thread analysis. After comparing the publicly-
available (sequential) version ofAD3 against the single-thread
execution of PAR-AD3, we observed that PAR-AD3 out-
performed AD3, reaching a peak speedup of 12.4X. Next, we
compared the single-thread average performance of PAR-
AD3 against simplex and barrier. In general, the larger the
WDP instances, the larger the PAR-AD3 benefits. Single-
threaded PAR-AD3 reaches a peak speedup of 13X for the
hardest distribution when compared to barrier, the best of
the two state-of-the-art solvers.
Multi-thread analysis. We have run PAR-AD3, simplex
and barrier with 8 parallel threads each. We observe that
PAR-AD3 outperforms simplex and barrier in many more
scenarios than in the single thread execution. We infer that
PAR-AD3 better benefits from parallelisation than simplex
and barrier. Our peak speedup is 23X.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have proposed a novel approach to solve the LP re-
laxation for the WDP in CAs. Our approach encodes the
optimisation problem as a factor graph and uses AD3 to
efficiently find the solution.
In order to achieve efficiency, we have identified some of
the bottlenecks in message-passing graph based algorithms
and proposed some techniques to achieve good performance
and scalability, in particular when executing in parallel. We
propose PAR-AD3: an optimised and parallel version of
AD3.
Our experimental results validate PAR-AD3 efficiency
gains in large scale scenarios. We have shown that PAR-
AD3 performs better than CPLEX for large-scale CAs in
the computationally hardest distributions, both in single-
and multi-threaded scenarios, with a peak speedup of 23X.
Furthermore, the speedup is larger in multi-threaded sce-
narios, showing that PAR-AD3 scales better with hardware
than CPLEX. Presented results pave the way for facing the
WDP in large scale CAs, either optimally by integrating
PAR-AD3 in a MIP solver or approximately by tightening
the LP relaxation towards an exact approximated solution.
As future work, we note that PAR-AD3 characteristics are
well suited for accelerators, such as GPUs.
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